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Using a two-spot
tracking
system that allowed
measurements of the direction of a rat’s head in the environment
as
well as the position of the rat’s head, we investigated
whether hippocampal
place cells show true direction-specific
as
well as location-specific
firing. Significant
modulations
of
firing rate by head direction were seen for most cells while
rats chased food pellets in a cylindrical
apparatus.
It was
possible, however, to account quantitatively
for directional
modulation
with a simple scheme that we refer to as the
“distributive
hypothesis.”
This hypothesis
assumes that firing is idea//y location specific, and that all directional
firing
modulations
are due to differences
in the time that the rat
spends in different portions of the firing field of the place
cell in different head direction sectors. When the distributive
hypothesis
is put into numeric form, the directional
firing
profiles that it predicts are extremely similar to the observed
directional
firing profiles, strongly suggesting
that there is
no intrinsic directional
specificity
of place cell firing in the
cylinder.
Additional
recordings
made while rats ran on an eight-arm
maze reveal that many firing fields on the arms are polarized;
the cell discharges
more rapidly when the rat runs in one
direction
than the other on the maze. This result provides
an independent
confirmation
of the findings of McNaughton
et al. (1983). For fields that appear to be polarized
by inspecting firing rate maps of the raw data, the magnitude
of
directional
firing variations
is greater than predicted
by the
distributive
hypothesis.
By comparison
with postsubicular
head direction cells, it is shown that the distributive
prediction of weaker-than-observed
directional
firing is expected
if there is a true directional
firing component.
A major conclusion reached from recording
in both environments
is that
the directional
firing properties
of hippocampal
place cells
are variable and not fixed; this is true of individual
units as
well as of the population.
[Key words: local view, cognitive
mapping,
place cells,
parametal
cells, hippocampus,
omnidirectional
firing]

By design, the term “place cell” suggeststhat such cells (anatomically, hippocampalpyramidal cells)signalonly the position
of the head in the environment. A perfect place cell would
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dischargeif and only if the rat’s head were in a singleplace in
the world. Such a cell would dischargepurely as a function of
proximity to the place, regardlessof the rat’s activity (running,
eating, grooming, etc.) and regardlessof any aspectof the spatial
relationship betweenthe animal and the environment (e.g., running speedor acceleration) other than head position.
In this strict sense,there are no ideal place cells, and in fact
deviations from the ideal are known to take many forms. For
example, placecell dischargevaries with the rat’s running speed
(McNaughton et al., 1983) the state of the hippocampal EEG
(Kubie et al., 1985) the sleep/wakestate(Pavhdesand Winson,
1989) the structure of the environment (Kubie and Ranck,
1983) the shapeof the environment (Muller and Kubie, 1987)
and soon. Nevertheless,theseexceptionsdo not appearto challengethe notion that placeitself isbeingsignaled;eachexception
may reducethe strength of the signalbut doesnot demandthat
the concept of positional firing be abandoned.
The possibility that placecell dischargeis modulated by head
direction as well ashead position presentsa more fundamental
challenge.This is preciselythe notion expressedby McNaughton
(Leonard and McNaughton, 1990; McNaughton et al., 1991)
when he suggeststhat place cells signal “local view” and not
place per se. In McNaughton’s scheme,each place cell is triggered by a cell-specific set of stimuli that are available only
when the rat’s head is in a certain place and is also pointing in
a certain direction. If putative placecellsnecessarilysignalhead
direction as well as head position, it would be inappropriate to
continue to call them placecells.Instead, it would becomemore
reasonableto call them local-view or perhaps“position-by-direction” units. If, on the other hand, conditions exist in which
place cell dischargeis independent of head direction, the local
view hypothesiswould be falsified. In addition, demonstrating
that place cells are worthy of their name by the criterion of
omnidirectional firing would provide important support for the
cognitive mapping ‘theory of hippocampal function (O’Keefe
and Nadel, 1978) which has been extremely influential since
its inception.
There is another, pragmatic motivation for studying the influence of head direction on place cells. By now, it is clear that
rat brains contain a systemthat is concernedwith signalinghead
direction, to the virtual exclusion of any other factor. “Head
direction cells” have beenrecordedin the postsubiculum(Taube
et al., 1990a,b), anterior thalamus (Taube, 1994) and lateral
dorsal nucleusof the thalamus(Mizumori and Williams, 1993).
It also seemsclear that both this directional system and the
hippocampally basedplacecell systemcontribute to navigation,
since lesionsof either systemimpair the ability of rats to solve
complex spatial problems (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Taube et
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Figure 1. Direction-independent
(center) anddirection-specific
firingratemapsfor aplacecellwhosefieldisawayfromthecylinderwall(R93U1Fl).
Althoughthereis someencroachment
of the unsampled
(whitecrescent) regionon the areaof the field, is clearfrom the colorcodethat firing was

very similarin all 45” headdirectionsectors.This is thereforean exampleof a field whoseomnidirectionalindependence
seems
evidentfrom the
rawdata. Medianratesfor color categories:
yellow,0.0; orange, 0.40; red, 0.93; green, 1.7;blue, 3.2; purple, 6.5 actionpotentialspersecond(AR/
set).B, Firing rateasa functionof headdirectionat higher(9”)resolutionfor fieldR93U1Fl. The ratevariationsaresmallandshowno obvious
systematicpattern,asexpectedfrom the mapsin A.
al., 1992).It would therefore be advantageousto find conditions
in which the placecell signalwaspurely positional, sinceit would
be easierto trace the information flow and interaction of the
two systems.
Although many authors have commentedon the relationships
(or lack thereof) they sawbetweenhead direction and placecell
firing, for a long time the only quantitative work wasin a study
by McNaughton et al. (1983). That study wasthe first to usea

TV/computer tracking systemto measurethe rat’s location during place cell recordings.Becausethe recordingswere madeon
an eight-arm maze, it was possibleto estimatedirectional firing
variations by dividing trips along armsinto outward and inward
trips. McNaughton et al. (1983) reported that most cells fired
more rapidly during one kind of trip or the other. Under the
assumptionthat the walking direction of the rat and the head
direction are the same, they further concluded that place cell
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firing is directionally selective. Recently O’Keefe and Recce
(1993) reported very strong differences in firing as rats ran back
and forth along a 1.5 m linear track, in agreement with McNaughton et al. (1983). This work also was done by detecting
a single spot on the rat’s head.
In contrast to the evidence in favor of directional firing specificity for place cells recorded when rats were constrained to run
along straight paths, observation of place cell firing in walled
apparatuses with open floors led us to believe that place cell
firing could be direction independent (Muller et al., 1987). To
test this belief, we used a color video camera to track simultaneously two differently colored lights set along the midline of
the rat’s head, so that it was possible to measure head direction
regardless of the rat’s path (Taube et al., 1990a). Recordings
were made while hungry rats chased small food pellets scattered
into the same 76-cm-diameter cylinder used in much of our
earlier work.
When rate is plotted as a function of head direction for individual firing fields, a strong modulation is evident in some
cases (see Fig. 2B), although the discharge in other fields appears
to be direction independent (see Fig. 1B). The first impression
is therefore that place cells show directional signals of variable
strength, just as is true on the eight-arm maze (McNaughton et
al., 1983).
A very different impression is gained from “direction-specific
rate maps” (Taube et al., 1990a; Muller et al., 199 1). A directionspecific rate map is a plot that summarizes firing as a function
of head position when and only when the head points in a
particular range of directions. In a set of these plots, each covers
an equal angular range and together they cover all possible head
directions.
When a set ofdirection-specific maps for a place cell is visually
inspected, the directional firing variations mentioned above are
again evident (contrast Figs. 14 2A). The same maps, however,
also immediately suggest an explanation of the variations that
denies the presence of a fundamental directional signal in the
discharge of place cells. In this explanation, some head direc-
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tions are associated with low firing rates because the rat fails to
visit high rate portions of the firing field when the head points
in these directions. Just as well, other head directions are associated with more rapid discharge because the rat visits all
portions of the firing field or only visits high rate regions of the
firing field when the head points in these directions. For brevity,
we call this the “distributive hypothesis” of directional firing.
The distributive hypothesis proposes that directional firing variations are caused exclusively by differences in the positions
visited at different head directions.
Because of its simplicity, the distributive hypothesis can be
put into exact numerical form (see Eq. 3). It is then possible to
compare the predictions of the distributive hypothesis with observed directional firing variations. Our main result is that the
predictions fit the observations with great precision, so that there
is no need to postulate any other origin for directional firing
variations. From this analysis, it is clear that place cell firing in
the cylinder is almost ideally location specific. We therefore
conclude that there exist circumstances in which place cells are
not more parsimoniously described as local view cells, and that
place cells can indeed signal place.
After preliminary, semiquantitative data were presented to
show that place cells are omnidirectional in the cylinder, McNaughton and Leonard (199 1) argued that the lack ofdirectional
firing resulted from an “impoverished”
visual environment, in
which only a single white card was attached to the cylinder wall.
They suggested that directional firing would appear ifadditional
stimuli were attached to the wall (Leonard et al., 1990). Preliminary results presented here show that, to the contrary, the distributive hypothesis works as well after the complexity of the
visual appearance of the cylinder is increased.
Another major finding is that the distributive hypothesis is
systematically in error in its predictions of directional firing on
the eight-arm maze. By comparing the nature of the systematic
error with data from postsubicular head direction cells (Taube
et al., 1990a), we conclude that this error indicates a true, intrinsic direction-specific firing component on the maze. This is
in agreement with the work of McNaughton et al., but the evidence presented here is stronger. The third major finding is
that an individual cell may be omnidirectional in the cylinder
and directional on the maze.
Before turning to the data, it is useful to first comment on the
origins of the inhomogeneous distributions of head direction as
a function of position. One cause of unequal distributions is the
cylinder wall in whose vicinity it is impossible for the head to
point to the cylinder center. Indeed, there must be an inhomogeneous distribution of head directions near any uncrossable
boundary. The second source of unequal distributions is the
behavior of the rat. That is, if for any reason at all the rat tends
to avoid visiting a part of a firing field at certain head directions,
directional firing variations must appear. Thus, we believe that
it is impossible to demonstrate rigorously that directional firing
variations represent a true directional signal unless an analysis
of the kind outlined here is performed.
Materials
and Methods
The behavioral and single-cell recording methods are substantially the
same as those used by Muller et al. (1987) to investigate other properties
of place cells. Measurements of head direction and head position were
made with the two-spot rat tracker used by Tauhe et al. (1990a) to
investigate postsubicular head direction cells. The major additional
methods are the use of an eight-arm maze and numerical techniques to
assess directional selectivity.
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Figure 2. Direction-independent
(center) and direction-specific rate maps for a place cell whose field is near the cylinder wall (Rl42D5Fl).
In
this case, the kinematically excluded region rotates so that it superimposes on the main area of the field. The result is the reduced firing for the
direction-specific maps centered on 3 15” and 0”. Median rates for color categories: yellow, 0.0; orange, 0.2 1; red, 0.55; green. 1.4; blue, 5.3; purple,
12.5 action potentials per second (AP/sec). B, The reduced firing at these head directions is seen clearly when firing rate is plotted against head
direction. The ratio of firing rate at the peak compared to the trough is about 6: 1. This “signal-to-noise” value is smaller than for any head direction
cell. In addition, the shape of the function does not resemble that for head direction cells (Taube et al., 1990).

The article is organized as two experiments. In both, the subjects were
young (225-275 gm) female hooded rats who were fully familiar with
the behavioral tasks before any recordings were made. By giving intensive training, we tried to ensure that the animal’s state was constant
during recordings. We first describe the purpose and design of each
experiment. We then summarize methods common to both.
Experiment I: pellet chasing in a cylinder. The first experiment is
concerned with the directional selectivity of place cell firing in a cylindrical apparatus. In this experiment, the rats were trained to retrieve
food pellets scattered randomly into a 76-cm-diameter, 51-cm-high

cylinder (Muller et al., 1987). The cylinder was surrounded by a cylindrical curtain 2 16 cm in diameter and 2 16 cm in height to provide
visual isolation from the laboratory, and possibly to attenuate other
stimuli from the laboratory. Whenever recordings were made in the
cylinder, the curtain was made entirely of brown bed sheets, so that it
was at most a weak source of directional information.
Eight rats served as subjects in this experiment. For five rats, training
and recording were both done in the presence of a single white card
attached to the cylinder. The card occupied about one-fourth of the
circumference of the wall and was centered on 0” in the laboratory frame.
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Figure 2. Continued.
For the other three rats, training and recording were both done in the
presence of three distinct stimulus cards set on an equilateral triangle.
The more complex configuration was used to test the suggestion that
place cells show little directional specificity in the presence of one card
because the environment is “visually impoverished” under these circumstances (McNaughton et al., I99 I). Each ofthe cards occupied about
one-eighth of the cylinder circumference. One card was white, one was
black, and one black-and-white striped with the stripes running at 45”
to the horizontal. With three cards in use, the white card was again
centered on 0” in the laboratory frame. Recordings from the same rats
were also made in the presence of the single white card, although no
exposure to the one-card environment was given prior to recording;
units obtained in this way were combined with units recorded from the
other five rats.
The pellet chasing task was designed to induce rats to spend most of
their time running throughout the cylinder, so that their behavior was
fairly homogeneous in time and space. Cells were recorded only if informal screening revealed they had a field in the cylinder. Measurements
of place cell firing in the cylinder were made during continuous I6 min
recording sessions. To estimate the firing rate everywhere within the
cylinder at each of several head directions, it was necessary to record
cells for a long time, usually
64 min. The total of 64 min total time was
made up of four independent I6 min sessions. Between sessions, the
rat was placed in its home cage. The four sessions were done in either
I or 2 d; in either case, the spatial firing pattern of each cell was stable
(Muller et al., 1987; Thompson and Best, 1990).
Experiment 2: running on an eight-arm maze. The second experiment
is mainly concerned with the directional selectivity of place cell firing
on an eight-arm maze. Rats were trained to run to the ends of an eightarm maze for food pellets. The maze was centered on the same point
in the laboratory as the cylinder. The length of each maze arm was 61
cm, and the width was IO cm. The central platform of the maze was
an octagon I4 cm on a side, so that the distance from the end of an
arm to the end of the opposite arm was I56 cm. The maze was raised
above the floor by about 25 cm, enough to stop the rats from climbing
onto the floor. The maze was also surround by a cylindrical curtain. In
this case, 270” of the curtain were brown and the other 90” were white;
the white panel was centered on 0”. This configuration was designed to
mimic the appearance of the inside of the cylinder, to test further the
importance of the visual complexity of the environment.
In general, each cell was recorded in the maze for two 24 min sessions.
The sessions were broken up into five or six discrete trials. At the
beginning of each trial, the rat was confined at the center of the maze
while a food pellet was placed at the end of each arm. Recordings were
made continuously during baiting and running, but the samples obtained
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during baiting were marked and excluded from analysis. After the maze
was baited for a trial, the constraint was removed and the rat was allowed
to run until it had eaten the food at the end of each arm or until it had
visited two arms twice. We did not analyze the rats’ performance, but
overall the rats visited each of the arms with about equal frequency.
In addition to training and recording on the eight-arm maze, the rats
were trained and recordings were made in the cylinder. When the cylinder was used, a single white card was in the standard position on the
wall, and the white curtain panel was removed to leave only brown
curtains. All but one of the cells recorded on the maze were also recorded
in the cylinder. These measurements were made to see if the directional
selectivity of single cells could differ in the maze and cylinder. Results
from the cylinder recordings were not combined with the results from
experiment I because different tracking resolutions were used for the
cylinder in the two experiments.
Recording techniques. After training, rats were anesthetized with pentobarbital (40 mg/kg) and securing screws were placed over the right
olfactory bulb, left frontal cortex, and left parietal cortex. A 2-mmdiameter hole was made in the skull in the lateral portion of the right
parietal bone to expose the dura. A IO microwire, movable electrode
electrode array (Kubie, 1983) was stereotaxically implanted about I
mm above stratum oriens of CAI of the dorsal hippocampus. The
electrode array was positioned such that as the tips moved down, they
would pass through 3.0 mm anterior, I .7 mm dorsal, and 2.8 mm lateral
relative to ear bar zero, according to the atlas of Paxinos and Watson
(I 986). The electrodes moved in a constant AP mane. The movement
was lateral to medial, at an angle of 5” from the vertical. Once the
electrodes were positioned, sterile petroleum jelly was applied to the
surface of the brain and around the guide tube of the electrodes. Next,
dental acrylic was put over the jelly and around the guide tube to cover
the skull hole. Finally, the exposed skull was covered with Grip cement
(Ranson and Randolph Ceramics, Maumee, OH) and the bottoms of
the three drive screw assemblies were cemented to the skull via the skull
screws. The rat was given 3-5 d to recover after surgery before recordings
were made.
Recordings were from complex-spike (pyramidal) cells, mostly in
CA 1; a single CA3/4 cell was included in experiment I. The units were
identified as complex-spike cells according to several electrophysiological criteria (Ranck, 1973; Muller et al., 1987; Kubie et al., 1990). The
cell sample is further described in the Results.
Waveforms judged to be from a single complex-spike cell were discriminated with three Bak time-and-amplitude
window discriminators
arranged in series. If two candidate waveforms were present on the same
or different electrodes, two independent sets ofdiscriminators were used.
The time of occurrence of each action potential was not saved. Instead,
the number of action potentials was accumulated for 1160th set intervals, the reciprocal of the 60 Hz frequency at which position and direction were measured. Thus, the temporal resolution of spike recording
was equal to the temporal resolution of tracking.
Tracking headposition and direction. Measurements of the rat’s head
position and direction were made with the methods of Taube et al.
(I 990a,b). Two differently colored light-emitting diodes (LEDs) were
mounted fore and aft, 7.8 cm apart along the midline of the rats head.
The position of each LED was independently tracked at 60 Hz. The
location of the rat’s head in the apparatus was taken as the position of
the forward (red) LED, which was in the midline just behind the rat’s
eyes. Head direction was taken from the position of the front LED
relative to the position of the rear (green) LED. If either LED was not
detected during a 1/60th set TV field, the associated spikes were ignored.
In addition, the distance between the lights was calculated for each
sample. If the distance was too small, the sample was rejected, since
the accuracy for calculating head direction was reduced. The apparent
distance between the lights gets too small if the line connecting the lights
points up or down instead of horizontally. Errors of this kind were very
infrequent at the higher spatial resolution, but made up about 8% of
the samples at the lower resolution (see below). If the distance was too
great (more than the separation of the LEDs), the sample was again
rejected. Errors of this kind indicate that one of the positions was not
associated with the corresponding LED, but was due to detection of
some other light source; such errors were virtually nonexistent.
Tracking was done at two resolutions. For animals recorded only in
the cylinder, the positions of the LEDs were determined within square
regions (pixels) 0.34 cm on a side. For animals trained in both tasks,
the pixels were 0.74 cm on a side. The lower resolution for animals
trained on the eight-arm maze was necessary because the maze was too
large to fit in the view used exclusively for the cylinder. Directional
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measurements used the available spatial resolution. With a pixel side
of 0.34 cm, the head angle in the horizontal plane (azimuth) could be
calculated with a resolution of about 4”. With a pixel side of 0.74 cm,
the head angle resolution fell to about 6”. For displaying positional
distributions (see Figs. 1, 2, 5-7) pixels were collapsed so that the size
was 2.7 cm for images of the cylinder and 5.6 cm for images of the
maze.
Analysis ofpositional and directionalfiring.
During an experimental
session, we simultaneously recorded the firing of one or two place cells,
the rat’s head position and head direction. To obtain the positional
firing distribution, the total time the red light was detected in each pixel
and the number of spikes fired in each pixel were calculated. The rate
in a pixel is the number of spikes divided by the dwell time. Colorcoded firing rate maps were used to visualize positional firing rate distributions. Pixel rates were sorted in ascending order and partitioned
into six categories that were encoded in the sequence: yellow, orange,
red, green, blue, and purple. Yellow encodes pixels in which the firing
rate was exactly zero, orange the lowest nonzero pixels, and purple the
highest nonzero pixels. The boundaries between nonzero firing rate
categories were picked such that the number of pixels in a given category
was 0.8 times the number in the next lower rate category. Pixels in the
apparatus that were not visited are coded white, as are inaccessible
pixels outside the cylinder or off the eight-arm maze.
The directional specificity of place cell firing could be estimated from
the raw data in two quite different ways. In the first, direction would
be measured from the rat’s trajectory, taking the direction as the vector
that connects the rat’s position from the beginning to the end of a fixed
interval (McNaughton et al., 1983). The second way would be to use
the direction of the vector from the green LED to the red LED, for each
l/60 set interval (Taube et al., 1990a). The analysis in this article is
confined to the two-spot method, but we recognize that deriving direction from trajectories could, in principle, yield a considerably different
pattern of results.
To estimate the directional dependence of place cell firing, the total
time the rat spent in each pixel in each of several equal sized head
direction ranges was accumulated, and the number of spikes firing in
each pixel in each such head direction sector was counted. For each
sector, an angle-specific rate array was created by dividing the spike
array by its corresponding dwell time array. Depending on the purpose,
the number of sectors was either 8 (45” range) or 40 (9” range).
To visualize the directional specificity of place cell firing, 45” angular
resolution was used. The eight angle-specific rate arrays were transformed into eight color-coded firing rate maps. Firing rate categories,
generated as described above, pertain to the values in all eight maps.
To display the positional and directional specificity, each angle-specific
map was put at the vertex of an octagon (see Figs. 1, 2, 6, 7). The
direction of the vertex from the center of the octagon corresponded to
the middle of the 45” head direction sector. For example, the map at
the right in an octagonal arrangement was for the 45” range centered on
0” (337.5” to 22.5”) and the map at the bottom was for the 45” range
centered on 270”. The angle-independent (composite) map for the cell
was put at the center ofthe octagon. For graphs of firing rate as a function
of head direction and for numeric calculations, the angular resolution
was set to 9”.
As in previous work, the clearest evidence for location-specific firing
is the existence of stable firing fields. A firing field is a continuous portion
of an apparatus that is characteristic of an individual place cell. When
the rat’s head is in the field, the cell discharges at an elevated rate, and
when the head is outside of the firing field, the cell almost never discharges. Within the field, there are clear firing rate gradients, such that
the time-averaged positional firing rate decreases smoothly away from
a point. As noted above, firing fields are stable over long times in a
fixed environment, even if the rat spends only short intervals in the
environment. For a region to qualify as a field, it is required that it
occupy nine or more pixels, such that each member pixel shares an edge
with another pixel in the field; a comer is not enough. In addition, it is
required that the average in-field firing rate be at least 1.5 action potentials per second.
With this form of spatial firing distribution, it seems clear that the
analysis of directional firing must be made within firing fields and not
over the whole surface of the apparatus. Indeed, because it is meaningless
to speak of directional firing properties in places that the cell does not
discharge, it is hard to see that there is another choice. The notion that
the field is the proper unit of analysis is reinforced by the observation
that some place cells have two distinct firing fields in the cylinder (Muller

et al., 1987; Sharp et al., 1990). If it is accepted that one cell can have
two (or more) fields (but see Recce et al., 199 I), a separate analysis is
warranted for each field, if for no other reason than to check if the
directional firing is the same in each field.

Results
Experiment
I: directionaljiring
selectivity OSJiringjields
observed in a cylinder
Most of the results for this experiment
were obtained when a
single white cue card was attached to the cylinder wall at 0”
relative to the laboratory frame; in the colored pictures of firing
in the cylinder, 0” is at 3:00 o’clock. A total of 16 units were
recorded from six rats in the presence of the white card. Four
of the units had two firing fields, so the initial sample was composed of 20 firing fields. Five fields were excluded from the
sample because the firing rate was not high enough [ > 1.5 action
potentials (AP)/sec] in a sufficiently large number (more than
nine) of small rectangular regions (pixels) that formed a continuous area. The 15 included fields were from 12 units recorded
from four rats. The range of firing rates for these fields was 2.410.7 AP/sec.
In addition to recordings done in cylinder with only one card,
five units from two rats were recorded when three distinct cards
were attached to the wall at O”, 120”, and 240”. Two of these
units were also recorded in the presence of the single card. This
pair is particularly
instructive since they were recorded simultaneously, first in one environment
and then the other. Data
from cells in the more complex visual environment
are presented at the end of the description
of experiment
1.
Visual assessment of directional.firing.
An appraisal of directional firing specificity can be made from color-coded firing rate
maps, such as those in Figure 1. The center map shows the
direction-independent,
positional
firing distribution
of a hippocampal place cell after 64 min of recording. The firing field
is the dark area at 2:30 o’clock. The field has distinct, steep
firing rate contours; the field center rate of about 7.5 AP/sec
drops off to zero in about 10 cm. The mean rate in the field was
2.4 AP/sec compared to 0.18 AP/sec outside the field.
The eight surrounding
maps in Figure 1 are direction-specific
rate maps. Each shows the spatial firing distribution
for the cell
when the head pointed in a 45” sector of head directions. A
fundamental
feature of the direction-specific
maps is that the
firing rate range encoded by a given color is the same in all eight
maps. This makes it possible to assess directional
modulation
of firing. If the modulation
is nonexistent or weak, the directionspecific maps should mutually resemble each other with regard
to the colors used to encode the field. In contrast, if directional
modulation
is strong, the colors used to encode the field should
differ from map to map. If the modulation
is very strong, the
field may even be absent from some of the direction-specific
maps.
The appearance of Figure 1A provides little evidence for directional modulation
of positional
firing. To the contrary, the
color code shows that the firing field is nearly the same in all
the direction-specific
maps. The field in each direction-specific
map is well described as a degraded version of the central,
direction-independent
map; this is precisely what is expected if
the only difference between the central map and the others is a
reduction of the average effective recording time from 64 to 8
min (see Muller et al., 1987, their Fig. 3). The visual impression
of omnidirectional
discharge is borne out by a plotting the infield directional
discharge rate against head direction (Fig. lB),
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which is quite flat. By “in-field,” we mean that the plot of rate
against direction applies only to those pixels that were part of
the direction-independent firing field.
The place cell whose properties are shown in Figure 2 provides
a strong contrast to the first example. In the direction-specific
rate maps (Fig. 2.4) the field is prominent in certain 45” sectors
and almost missing in others. The impression from the rate
maps is borne out by the in-field directional firing profile in
Figure 2B, where there is a clear peak at 130” and a minimum
near 300”, as expected from the rate maps. The differences between Figures 1 and 2 raise the possibility that both directional
and nondirectional place cells coexist when rats run in the cylinder. We now present arguments against this notion and in
favor of the idea that directional firing variations of the place
cells in the cylinder occur only when the average time spent
with the head pointing in various directions is different in different portions the cell’s firing field.
In the case of the cell in Figure 2, it is easy to see how directional firing variations arise. In Figure 2, as in other octagonal
firing rate displays (see Fig. 1 1 in Taube et al., 1990a), the black
line around the central (omnidirectional) map indicates the location of the cylinder wall; it encloses all of the -600 pixels in
which the rat’s head was detected for one or more 1/60th set
intervals. Because the recording duration was more than an
hour, during which time the rat ran all around the available
space, the visited area is a circle; the black line that separates
the cylinder from the unsampled surroundings (coded white)
approximates the wall of the cylinder. When the recording time
is shorter, or when the behavior is a poorer approximation of
a random walk, unsampled regions are seen within the apparatus.
If the same outline is set around each direction-specific map,
a characteristic, crescent-shaped unsampled area is found in
each image of the cylinder. Each crescent lies between the cylinder wall and the portion of the floor that was visited while
the rat’s head pointed in the pertinent 45” sector. The unsampled
region rotates regularly around the clock, along with the head
direction, such that the middle of the crescent always lies at the
tail of the diametric vector whose arrow points to the middle
of the head direction sector. As stated by Taube et al. (1990a),
the unsampled region arises because the rat’s head cannot point
toward the center of the cylinder when the rat is at the wall,
because the body cannot penetrate the wall. Recognizing its
cause, the unsampled region may be called the “kinematically
excluded” region.
Once the excluded region is recognized, the direction-specific
maps make it clear that a great deal of the apparent directional
firing specificity arises from inhomogeneous sampling in the
field. The rate is high when the head points toward angles around
135”, since the head can enter all parts of the field at such
azimuths. In contrast, the rate is low when the head points in
the opposite direction, simply because the head can enter only
the low rate fringe of the firing field near the apparatus center
at these azimuths. The excluded region thus provides an immediate explanation of the origin of the directional firing variations for this cell. In addition, the explanation brings the assessments of the cells in Figures 1 and 2 into line with each
other; neither is deemed to have intrinsic directional selectivity
despite the clear directional rate variations shown by the cell
with the edge field.
The cells in Figures 1 and 2 were chosen to show that central
fields can be omnidirectional whereas edge fields will generally
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be directional. It is essential to realize, however, that proximity
to the wall is only the most striking determinant ofthe positional
distribution of head directions. Any combination of factors that
yields an inhomogeneous distribution of head directions with
position may also give rise to systematic directional firing variations, even if firing is strictly a function of position. These
factors include hindrance by the wall, but also any predispositions the rat might have to visit different portions of the apparatus at different head directions. If a firing field is superimposed on a portion of the apparatus in which the positional
distribution of head directions shifts, directional firing variations must occur, even ifthe firing ofthe cell is strictly a function
of position. We now turn to quantitative methods to test this
conclusion.
Predicting the directional firing patterns of place cells. Under
the assumption that place cell firing is ideally location specific,
it is possible to calculate, for each pixel in the field, an expected
number of action potentials at each head direction, N,(O):
NJ@) = R,T,@),

(1)
where R, is the firing rate in a pixel and T,,(O) is the time spent
at each head direction in the pixel. For any selected area, including a field, the expected number of action potentials at each
head direction is the sum of the number of action potentials for
the pixels in the area:
N(O) = Z (R,T,(O))

(2)

Finally, since T(O), the time spent at each head direction is Z
(T,(O) the rate as a function of head direction is expected to be
R(O) = N(O)/T(O) = Z (R,T,(O))IZ

T,(O).

(3)

Equation 3 expresses the distributive hypothesis, that firing rate
as a function of head direction can be calculated knowing only
rate as a function of position and dwell time as a function of
position and direction.
The adequacy of the hypothesis is shown by comparing the
expected and observed directional firing distributions. In Figure
3, observed (thick lines) and expected (thin lines) directional
firing profiles are plotted for each of the 15 firing fields. The
plots in Figure 3 are ordered from upper left to lower right
according to the product-moment
correlation coefficient between the two profiles; the median correlation is 0.746. It is
important to realize, however, that this ordering is for convenience, and that neither correlation nor any similar quantity is
a proper measure of the accuracy of the distributional hypothesis. We will return to this point shortly. The firing rate scale
and additional information for each field are presented in Table 1.
Several features of Figure 3 are worth noting. First, the agreement between observed and expected is close in most cases. In
our judgment, the distributive hypothesis is less than satisfactory only for fields 10 and 13. Second, the agreement holds even
though there are several different directional firing patterns. That
is, there are fields with one distinct maximum and minimum
(e.g., Fig. 3A,C), fields with two maximums and two minimums
(e.g., Fig. 3&E) and fields with no obvious extremes (e.g., Fig.
3H,O). Each type of directional profile is accurately predicted.
This generality is a major strength ofthe distributive hypothesis.
(The lack of a single characteristic pattern might itself be taken
as evidence against a true spatial signal.)
Finally with regard to Figure 3, we point out that the lowest
correlation (0.00, for field 0) between observed and predicted
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Figure 3. Observed (thick lines) and expected (thin lines) firing rate as a function of head direction for all 15 firing fields recorded in the cylinder
in the main sample. The expected values are obtained from Equation 3. The key point is that the expected values conform closely to the observed
values for most of the fields, despite the differences in the form of the observed rate/direction functions. For each graph, the x-axis runs from 0”
to 360”. Numerical values for the firing rate scales are given in Table 1, along with other data about the fields.

Table 1. Properties of firing fields in the cylinder in the presence of
one cue card

Field
name

Plot
name”

Firing
rate
scale
IAP/sec)

r90ulfl
r90ulfL
r90u2fl
r90u4fl
r90u4f2
r90u6fl
r90u7fl
r93ulfl
r125ulfl
r142ulfl
rl42u2fl
r142u3fl
r142u4fl
r142u4fl
r142u5fl
Means

B
J
I
N
A4
K
L
0
E
F
D
H
C
G
A

20
10
5
IO
5
10
10
5
5
10
10
10
IO
IO
20

Average
rate
in field
(AP/sec)

Peak rate
in field
Obs/exp Ratio
(AP/sec) carrel
measure

10.70
3.40
2.40
3.00
2.50
2.60
7.50
2.80
3.00
4.30
3.90
5.50
5.00
3.90
5.90
4.43

38.20
7.80
7.40
8.40
7.60
8.80
25.30
7.80
8.30
12.70
18.80
11.00
11.60
8.20
15.30
13.15

0.93
0.57
0.70
0.40
0.41
0.54
0.52
0.00
0.89
0.83
0.91
0.75
0.93
0.77
0.94
0.67

0.11
0.23
0.15
0.15
0.31
0.13
0.50
0.10
0.24
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.24
0.35
0.15
0.19

Directional firine in these fields is shown in Fieure 3. “OBS/EXP
carrel” is the
product-momen;
correlation
between the observed rate and the rate predicted
from the distributive
hypothesis. “Ratio measure” shows the value of the ratio
measure of the goodness of fit between the observed
and predicted rates.
” Refers to Figure 3.

is for the center field in Figure 1, whereas the highest (0.943,
for field A) is for the edge field in Figure 2. For field A in Figure
3, the distributive
hypothesis accounts for 89% ofthe directional
firing variance. This means the directional
signal for this field
is secondary to a specific aspect of the animal’s behavior, namely, the way that the head points in different parts of the apparatus. For field 0 in Figure 3, the distributive
hypothesis accounts for an undetectable
fraction of the directional
firing
variance. The reason for this is straightforward:
the firing is
omnidirectional,
there is no directional
signal that needs explanation, and the distributive
hypothesis properly predicts a flat
function of firing rate with head direction. Thus, the distributive
hypothesis passes an important
test; it does not predict a directional signal when none is present.
The reason that correlation
is an inadequate measure of the
distributive
hypothesis is clear from this case, in which the
correlation is very low even though the observed and calculated
directional
firing patterns are very similar. The correlation
is
low because the observed and calculated patterns are noisy, with
no systematic tendency of either to vary with head direction. It
is the great resemblance of the calculated patterns to the observed patterns that convinces us that the distributive
hypothesis is sufficient to explain, by itself, the directional
firing variations of place cells in the cylinder. In turn, the success of the
distributive
hypothesis strongly implies that directional
firing
variations in the cylinder do not reflect sensory or neural processes, but only the immediate consequences of the interaction
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Figure 4. Observed(f/rick lines)andexpected(thin lines)firing rateasa functionof headdirectionfor five cells(eachwith onefield)recordedin

the presence
of threedistinctcuecards.As wastrue whenrecordings
weremadein the presence
of a singlewhite card(Fig. 3), the expectedrate
asa function of headdirectionderivedfrom the distributionalmodelconformscloselyto the observedfunction.In particular,the fact that the
expectedvariationsare nearlyaslargeasthe observedindicatesthat thereis little directionalselectivityunderthesecircumstances.

between a very simple aspect of behavior (the way the head
points) and true location-specific firing.
Place celljiring is omnidirectional with three distinct cards in
the cylinder. McNaughton et al. (199 1) suggestedthat place cell
firing is omnidirectional in the cylinder becausethe visual environment is so simple. We therefore tested the effects of increasingthe visual complexity by putting a total of three equally
spaced,distinct cue cards on the wall during training and recording. Five cells were recorded in the presenceof three cards.
By direct observation and inspection of rate maps,no tendency
for directional firing specificity was noted for any of the cells.
In Figure 4, the observed (thick line) and predicted (thin line)
directional dischargeis shown for the singlefield that wasseen
for each of the five cells recorded with three cards present.The
rate scaleand other information for each field in Figure 4 are
given in Table 2.
By comparing Figures 3 and 4, it appearsthat the ability of
the distributive hypothesisto account for directional firing variations is asgood in the presenceof three cardsasin the presence
of one card. With the small samplesize of five, the possibility
that there is true directional specificity in the more complex
environment cannot be excluded, but a simple statistical treatment revealsno difference. The relative accuracy of the distributive prediction is estimated in the following way. To begin,
the ratio (1 .O + observed rate)/( 1.O + predicted rate) is calculated for each head direction sector; adding 1.0 to each value

allows rates of zero to be included. Next, the logarithm of the
ratio is calculated so that sectorswith ratios < 1.Oand > 1.Oare
treated equally. Finally, the absolutevalue is taken and averaged
over sectors to yield a ratio measureof the prediction; for a
perfect prediction, the measureshould be 0. The ratio measure
for each field and the mean value are given in Tables 1 and 2.
The meanvalue for one-card recordingswas0.20 and for threecard recordingswas0.16. A t test betweenthe meanratio mea-

Table 2. Properties of firing fields in the cylinder in the presence of
three cue cards.

Field
name
r142ulfl
rl42u2fl
rl42u6fl
r142u7fl
rl44u2fl
Mean

firing
Average
rate
rate
Peakrate OBS/
Plot
scale in field
in field EXP
Ratio
name0 (AP/sec) (AP/sec) (AP/sec) carrel measure
B
D

A
E

C

IO
IO
IO
IO
10

2.65
3.49
5.18
I.75
2.29
3.07

18.10
10.30
12.40
8.00
7.11
II.18

0.89
0.71
0.96
0.74
0.78
0.83

Directional
firing in these fields is shown in Figure 4. Other
Table 1.
U Refers to Figure 4.

0.16
0.24
0.11
0.20
0.1I
0.16

details are as for
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Figure 5. Color-coded maps that show how many of the eight 45” sectors a rat pointed in each pixel in the cylinder (left) and eight-arm maze
(righf). The color code is yellow, one or two sectors; orange, threeor four sectors;red five sectors;green six sectors;bluesevensectors;andpurple
eightsectors.The concentricappearance
of the head-direction
samplingin the cylinderis characteristic
of a well-trainedrat (A). Theheaddirection
constraintimposedby the wall is evident from the map.A similarpatternis seenin the middleof the centerplatformof the eight-armmaze,
wherethereare no constraintsimposedby the edges(B). At the entrances
to the armsand on the armsthemselves,
however,the headgenerally
pointedin four or fewerof the eight possiblesectors.This is in line with the tendencyof ratsto walk straightout or in alongthe arm. The fact
that the headpointsin only a few sectorsevenfor pixelsat the endsof thearmsindicatesthat the sameheaddirectionsareachievedin the same
pixelsduringrepeatedvisitsto the endsof eacharm. This is a strongindicationthat the turningbehaviorat the endsof the armsis stereotyped.

suresin the cylinder in the presenceof one and three cards
reveals no significant difference (t = 0.563; df = 18).
Two of the units recorded in the presenceof three cards were
recorded simultaneously. The samepair of units were also recorded in the one-cardsituation. For both cells, the spatial firing
pattern in the visually simpler environment is well describedas
a rotated version of the pattern in the more complex environment. Moreover, the rotation appearsto be about equal for both
cells. This impression is confirmed numerically; according to
the method of Bostock et al. (199l), the field of one unit rotated
27” clockwise and the field of the other rotated 45” clockwise.
The consistent rotation of the two fields strongly implies that
the simpleand complex cue conditions were distinguishablefor
the placecells. Despitethis, there wasno evidenceof directional
selectivity in the complex visual condition. We conclude that
the limited evidence presentedhere militates against the idea
that increasing the visual complexity of the environment is
enoughto induce true directional firing specificity in placecells.
Experiment
2: directional
observed on an eight-arm

firing selectivity
maze

offiringjields

The purposeof this experiment wasto measurethe directionally
of place cells on an eight-arm maze. A total of 11 cells with 18
fields were recorded from five rats. Of the 11 cells, two had no
firing field (but had a field in the cylinder), two had one field,
five had two fields, and two had three fields, for an average of
1.64 fields per cell. Ten of the 11 cellswere alsorecorded in the
cylinder; this sampleis independent of the cells recorded in the
cylinder for experiment 1. Of the 10 cells, three had no firing
field (but had at leastone field on the maze), four had one field,
and three had two fields, for an average of 1.0 field per cell.
According to a t test, the hypothesis that the number of fields
per cell is the samein both apparatusescannot be rejected (t =
1.25; df = 18; P > 0.05). Nevertheless,our impressionis that
eachplacecell tends to have more distinct firing regionson the
maze.
The sampling space on an eight-arm
maze. The positional

distribution of head directions is often quite simple in the cylinder. The usualpattern is illustrated in Figure 5A, where color
encodesthe number of 45” sectorsthe head reached in each
pixel: purple indicatesthat the head pointed in all eight sectors;
blue, seven; green, six; red, five; orange, four and three; and
yellow, two and one. The powerful constraint imposedby the
wall is visible as a halo of light colors that surroundsa central
dark disk; nearthe edgeonly about half of the sectorsare visited,
whereasin the center all of the sectorsare visited.
The sampling of head directions over the eight-arm maze is
shownin Figure 5B. The pattern for the central platform resemblesthe samplingfor the cylinder. At the middle of the platform,
the head reachesall eight sectorsin most pixels, whereasfewer
sectorsare reached at the edgeand at the entries to the arms.
In the arms, the averagenumber of 45” sectorsreachedper pixel
is about 4. The low number ofbins reflectstwo important system
properties, namely, the proximity of many pixels to the edge,
and the strong tendency of rats to walk straight aheadon a maze
arm. That is, the paucity of samplingis due both to the structure
of the arm, which is narrow enoughthat the head cannot point
in certain directions from certain pixels, and to the tendency of
the rat to walk up and down the middle of the arm, which
additionally constrains observed head directions.
Directionaljiring
of place cells on the eight-arm maze. In the
maze, 78% (14 of 18) fields were situated on an arm. There was
no indication that fields tend to cluster on certain arms. The
remaining four fields were on the center platform. Since the
combined area of the arms makesup 84% of the maze area, it
is likely that the distribution of fields is homogeneousover the
surface of the maze, as is true for the cylinder (Muller et al.,
1987).
Our overall conclusion is that there is a wide range of directional selectivity for fields on the maze. None of the four fields
on the central platform appeared to have strong directional
selectivity. In contrast, there was a tendency of fields on the
armsto showclear directional firing variations, especiallywhen
comparisonswere made when the rat’s head pointed outward
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6. Direction-independent and direction-specific rate maps for a cell recorded on the eight-arm maze. This cell was recorded simultaneously

with the oneshownin Figure7. With the criteria for considering
a regionof an apparatusa firing field, this cell has only two fields, on the 12:00

and4:30o’clockarms.The fieldon the 12:OO
arm is stronglydirectional,whereasthat on the 4:30arm showat mostweakdirectionalselectivity.
Note that it wasnot necessary
for the headto be preciselyalignedwith the 12:00arm for the cellto fire; this is seenfrom the ratherrapid firing
on theother armfor other, nearby45” headdirectionsectors.M5U5. Medianratesfor colorcategories:
yellow.0.0, orange,0.23;red, 0.49; green,
1.2; blue, 2.9; purple, 6.9 AP/sec.
or inward along the arm on which the field occurs.Nevertheless,
counterexampleswere seenfor which the inward and outward
rates in an arm field were quite similar. We therefore disagree
with the conclusion that place cell dischargeis typified by directional specificity, as has been claimed by McNaughton and
his colleagues(Leonard and McNaughton, 1990; McNaughton
et al., 1991).
The dischargepattern for a cell with two fields is shown in

Figure 6 (accordingto the criteria usedhere,the dischargeregions
on the arms at 6:00 and 3:00 o’clock are not fields). The field
on the 12:OOarm wasjudged to be strongly directional whereas
the directionality of the field at 4:30 seemedconsiderablyweaker. If the dischargesin the 12:OOand 4:30 arms are from a single
cell, it is clear that directional tuning is not a cell-level characteristic. If instead the dischargesare from neighboring cells
that were not discriminated, it can be concludedthat the degree
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Figure 7. Direction-independent
and direction-specific rate maps for a cell recorded on the eight-arm maze. This cell was recorded simultaneously
with the one shown in Figure 6. With the criteria for considering a region of an apparatus a firing field, this cell has only one field, on the 6:00
o’clock arm. This field showed little directional selectivity; the cell fired on the 6:00 arm no matter which way the head pointed. MSJ6. Median
rates for color categories: yellow, 0.0; orange, 0.26; red, 0.64; green, 1.4; blue, 3.6; purple, 8.3 AWsec.

of directional tuning is not necessarilycharacteristic of small
regionsof the hippocampus. In either case,it seemsclear that
the directional specificity of fields on the arms may vary considerably. The field with the lowest directional tuning, as determined by visual inspection, is shown in Figure 7. Here, it
seemsclear that the cell fired at about the samerate in all the
45” head direction rangeson the 6:00 arm, despite the rather
complicated pattern suchthat only certain headdirections were
reachedat different placeson the end of the arm.

Numerical
assessment of directional firing on the eight-arm
maze. The observed directional firing profiles are shownfor 15

fields on the maze in Figure 8 (thick lines) (the profiles of three
fields were eliminated by random choice to allow Fig. 8 to be
directly comparable to Fig. 3). There is presumptive evidence
for directional firing in a few of the plots (e.g., Fig. 8D,F,G)
since activity is largely confined to one or two head directions.
By comparing the observed profiles to those in Figure 3, it is
seenthat the rate jumps for adjacent 9” directional firing on the
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Figure 8. Observed (thick lines) and expected (thin lines) firing rate as a function of head direction for 15 of 18 firing fields recorded in the eightarm maze. The expected values are obtained from Equation 3. Overall, the expected values do not conform to the observed values as closely as
for the cylinder. In particular, the expected rates do not deviate as much from the mean as do the observed rates. This reduced modulation of the
expected rate as a function of head direction is characteristic of cells that have a true directionally selective firing component. For each graph, the
x-axis runs from 0” to 360”. Numerical values for the firing rate scales are given in Table 3, along with other data about the fields.

maze are larger than in the cylinder, so the profiles appear more
jagged. Profiles of this sort are not unexpected, given the structure of the maze.
The ability of the distributive
hypothesis to account for directional firing on the maze is also shown in Figure 8 (thin lines).
Numeric values for the fields in Figure 8 are given in Table 3.
There is a clear resemblance between the observed and predicted
profiles, but the fit of the theory is poorer for the maze than for

the cylinder. A t test reveals that the mean ratio measureis
larger for the maze than for cylinder, showing that the fit is
poorer for the maze [t = 3.92; df = 31; P(t > 3.38) = O.OOl].
The decreasedaccuracy of the distributive hypothesisfor the
eight-arm maze is not becausethe prediction at each head direction is randomly faster or slower than the observed rate.
Instead, the predicted values vary lessaround the mean than
the observed values; on the maze, the predicted modulation of
firing rate by head direction is lessthan the observed modulation. This pattern of error is precisely what is expected if place
cells show true directional firing on the eight-arm maze, according to the following argument.
Imagine a cell whosedischargeis a function of headdirection
only, such that it fires maximally when the head points in a
“preferred” direction, less rapidly in a narrow band of head
directions on either side or the preferred direction, and is otherwise silent if the head direction differs from the preferred
direction by more than about 45” (seeFig. 9). If, at eachposition,

the rat spendsthe same time with its head pointing in each
sector,the direction independentpositional rate will bethe same
everywhere in the environment. With no positional rate variations, Equation 3 predicts that firing is the sameat all head
directions, despite the powerful directional signal.
Now, let there be systematicvariations of headdirection with
position,

such as might

be caused by the cylinder

wall. Then,

positional firing variations must develop. In particular, the rate
will be highest where the wall is touched by the radius in the
preferred direction, and lowestwhere the wall is touched by the
radius 180” away from the preferred direction (Taube et al.,
1991). The positional rate variations develop becauseof the
averaging of rate at different head directions; the high rate is
seenat its location becauseno time is spent there with the head
pointing 180”away from the preferred direction. Similarly, the
low rate occurs where it does becauseno time is spent there
with the head pointing

in the preferred

direction.

If now Equa-

tion 3 is applied to the stated positional variations, it predicts
that the peak directional rate points in the proper preferred
direction. Moreover, if the inhomogeneity of head direction
distribution with position is not very great, the amplitude modulation of predicted firing should be small.
This reasoningis supported by applying the distributive hypothesis to postsubicular head direction cells (Taube et al.,
1990a). The observed and predicted directional firing profiles
are shown for such a cell in Figure 9. The accurate prediction
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Table 3. Properties of firing fields on the radial eight-arm maze

Field
name

Plot
name’?

Firing
rate
scale
(AP/sec)

Ml u2fl
mlu2t2
mlu2f3
m2ulfl
m3ulfl
m3ulf2
m5ulfl
mSult2
mSu2fl
mSu2t2
m5u2t3
m5u3fl
m5u3t3
m5u5fl
m5u5f2
m5u6fl
m5u6f3
m7ulfl
Mean

F
c
E

IO
20
4

N

5

M
D
G
B
0
I
K
A
H
J
L

Average
rate
in field
(AP/sec)
6.20
2.70
5.00
1.80
1.70
2.60

IO

1.60

49
50

2.10
8.90
3.80
6.30
1.70
2.70
3.40
1.70
5.20
3.20
1.90
3.47

10

40
5
10
IO
20
40
5

Peak rate OBS/
in field
EXP
(AP/sec) carrel
15.70
7.10
7.40
3.60
5.10
3.90
5.20
3.90
16.80
5.60
12.10
4.40
6.10
10.70
6.80
8.40
6.70
7.30
7.60

Directional
firing in these fields is shown in Figure
Table I.
” Refers to Figure 8.

0.68
0.78
0.72
0.79
0.13
0.82
0.24
0.76
0.67
0.88
0.12
0.66
0.28
0.62
0.91
0.66
0.63
0.27
0.59

9. Other

details

200

Ratio
measure
0.21
0.47
0.31
0.14
0.30
0.36
0.59
0.79
0.42
0.31
1.23
0.47
0.65
0.35
0.28
0.19
0.54
0.37
0.44
are as for

ofpreferred direction and the underestimateofdirectional modulation are evident. The erroneouslylow modulation reflectsno
more than the indirectnessof the calculation.
[The distributive theory may be restated for head direction
cells by writing equations analogousto Equations 1, 2, and 3.
The final result, analogous to Equation 3, is R(P) = Z
(R,(P)T,(P))IZ T,(P), where R(P) is the predicted positional
firing pattern, the product R,(P)T,(P)
summed over head direction sectorsis the expected number of spikesas a function
of position, and T,(P) summedover head directions is the observeddwell time asa function of position. This equation predicts the firing rate in each pixel with great accuracy.]
Returning now to place cells, we reasonthat the low modulation of the predicted directional rate variations on the eightarm maze has similar origins to the low modulation seen for
head direction cells. We therefore propose that the results on
the eight-arm maze are indicative of a true directional signal
for place cells.
An additional difference of place cell dischargebetween the
cylinder and the eight-arm maze is that the average peak infield rate is higher in the cylinder. According to a t test, the
meanpeak dischargerate of 13.15AP/sec is reliable higher than
the rate of 7.60 AP/sec on the maze [t = 2.246; df = 31; p(t 2
2.246) = 0.0321.The t value is calculated for unequal variances
of the samples[F = 4.91; df = 14, 17; p(F L 4.91) = 0.0031.
Of the many possibleexplanations for this difference, it is
worth noting that the lower rate on the maze could result from
true directional firing. On maze arms, where most fields were
found, the averagetime spentmoving in and moving out should
be about the same.If fields on arms are directionally selective
and the true peak in-field rate is the sameas in the cylinder,
one would expect that the rate averaged over both directions

w100
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Figure 9. Observed (thick line) and expected (thin line) firing rate as
a function of head direction for a postsubicular head direction cell; the
expected values are obtained from Equation 3. Note that except for the
degree of modulation, the overall directional firing profile is reproduced
very precisely from the positional firing pattern of the cell.

would be about half that in the cylinder. The fact that the ratio
of the averagesis 0.58 is in keeping with the proffered explanation.
Cells recorded in both apparatuses. Of the 10 cells recorded
in both the cylinder and the maze, three had no fields in the
cylinder. Of the remaining sevencells, two had no fields on the
maze. Thus, comparisonsof directional selectivity are basedon
five cells. All five cells recorded in both apparatuseshad their
fields on arms of the maze. By inspection, fields on the arms
included casesthat werejudged not very directional and strongly
directional.
In agreementwith results for the fields in experiment 1, the
distributive hypothesis accounted rather precisely for the observeddirectional firing variations in the cylinder. For this reason, we think that the cells recorded in both apparatusesare
selectedfrom the samepopulation asthose recordedin only the
cylinder. Thus, there are individual units that are omnidirectional in one apparatusand directionally selective on the other.
We conclude that directional selectivity is not a cell-level characteristic.
Discussion
Place celljiring

is nondirectional

in the cylinder

In agreementwith reports basedon direct observations(Muller
et al., 1987) and inspection of firing rate maps (Muller et al.,
199l), the quantitative results reported here demonstratethat
place cell firing has little or no intrinsic directional selectivity
in a cylinder. The two-spot tracker reveals clear variations of
place cell firing with head direction. Crucially, however, the
variations were accurately predicted by the distributive hypothesis. This hypothesis assertsthat place cell discharge is
fundamentally position specific, and that all directional firing
modulation is due to inhomogeneities of the head direction
sectorsthat are attained in different portions of firing fields.
When the hypothesisis put into numerical form, it closely predicts the directional firing variations. Since the distributive hy-
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pothesis does not work equally well for every firing field, it is
possible that a minority of firing fields show some real directional selectivity in the cylinder. Nevertheless, the ability of this
simple hypothesis to account precisely for most directional firing
variations is impressive. On this basis, it seems appropriate to
refer to the mode of place firing observed in the cylinder as
“nondirectional.”
Implications of nondirectionaljring
for the local-view
hypothesis
The existence of a case of nondirectional firing falsifies the localview hypothesis as a general explanation of why place cells fire
(Leonard and McNaughton, 1990; McNaughton et al., 199 1).
The local-view hypothesis embodies the idea that place cell
firing is determined by the stimulus set available to the rat when
it is at a place in the environment, and that an essential determinant of the stimulus set is the rat’s head direction. According
to the local-view hypothesis, place cell firing should show intrinsic directional selectivity everywhere in the cylinder, including away from the walls.
The measurements of directional firing presented in this article are not our only reasons to doubt that the local-view hypothesis is an adequate predictor of place cell firing. The localview hypothesis is an example of what we have called a “sensory” level explanation of the place cell phenomenon (Quirk et
al., 1990; Sharp et al., 1990) as is the autocorrelation model of
Rolls (1989). The local view hypothesis asserts that place cell
discharge is controlled by visual stimuli in the fashion expected
of high-order visual system neurons. Indeed, the idea that head
direction must control place cell discharge is predicated on a
visual system model.
In earlier work, we have presented evidence against sensory
hypotheses of place cell firing (Muller and Kubie, 1987; Quirk
et al., 1990; Sharp et al., 1990; Bostock et al., 199 1). In many
circumstances, the discharge of place cells is not controlled by
the immediate stimulus configuration, but instead is stable when
major changes of the visual environment are made. Thus, place
cell discharge was not seriously disrupted by removing the cue
card, even though it had complete control over the angular
position of firing fields when its angular position was varied
(Muller et al., 1987). Similar conclusions can be drawn from
the work of O’Keefe and Speakman (1987), who focused on the
reliability of rats’ behavior and place cell discharge even when
all polarizing stimuli are removed after a brief presentation. In
the present work, we saw that the preferred head direction was
not the same for both fields of two-field cells. This result is also
at odds with the idea that firing is triggered when the head points
to a certain set of cues. (It is interesting to consider whether the
preferred firing directions of directionally selective cells must
be in register with the maze arms. We think we have seen cases
in which the preferred direction of a selective place cell does
not lie along an arm, but sampling problems are too great for
us to have full confidence in this observation.)
After preliminary reports that place cell firing was nondirectional in the cylinder (Muller et al., 1987; Bostock et al., 1988),
McNaughton et al. (199 1) suggested that the lack of directional
specificity is due to “impoverished”
stimulus conditions. Some
evidence for the importance of the complexity of the visual
environment was provided by Leonard and McNaughton (1990).
Weak directional specificity was reported in the presence of one
card. but more was reoorted in the nresence of three distinct
cards. We trained rats and recorded from place cells in the
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presence of three cards but found no major change in directional
firing compared to the one card situation; specifically, the distributive hypothesis accounted for directional firing variations
equally well in both stimulus conditions. As noted in the results,
the lack of effect of adding cards on directionality was not because the place cell system “ignored” the extra cards, since the
cards had a consistent effect on the angular location of the fields
of a pair of simultaneously recorded cells. This issue warrants
further exploration because only five cells were recorded in the
presence of three cards.
An additional indication that the visual environment is not
a major determinant of directional selectivity is that variable
directional selectivity was seen in fixed cue conditions. On the
maze, directional selectivity was low for fields on the center
platform, and higher for some fields on the arms, although nondirectional fields were also seen on the arms. Any simple model
based on visual complexity predicts that the degree of selectivity
should be the same for all cells. Note also that recordings on
the eight-arm maze were made in a controlled-cue environment
whose appearance resembled the interior ofthe cylinder because
a white sheet occupied one-fourth of the curtain circumference.
Although this environment was visually impoverished, true directional selectivity sometimes appeared.
The existence of a nondirectional firing mode for place cells
suggests that place cells signal more than the coincident availability of a specific set of cues, and may well signal location per
se. The demonstrations that local-view is not strongly correlated
with place cell discharge support the theory of O’Keefe and
Nadel(1978) that the hippocampus is part of a cognitive mapping system that deals with spatial relationships, and is not just
a repository for a large number of independent snapshots tied
together by movements of the rat.
Place cells may be either directionally selective or
nondirectional
Directional selectivity of place cell discharge on the eight-arm
maze has been previously reported by McNaughton on several
occasions (McNaughton et al., 1983, 1991; Leonard and McNaughton, 1990). The present work corroborates these results
and adds new evidence that the directional selectivity on the
maze is intrinsic. The conclusions drawn by McNaughton et al.
(1983) and in later work by McNaughton and his colleagues
were based on the use of a maze with narrow arms, which forced
the animal to walk in and out on a stereotyped path. Here, we
show some directional firing selectivity is seen when head direction itself was measured.
Exactly how place cells become nondirectional in one set of
circumstances and directional in another is an extremely important problem. An interesting approach is provided by the
simulations done by Sharp (199 1). Using a competitive learning
model (Rumelhart and Zipser, 1986) Sharp showed that place
cell analogs were directionally selective on an eight-arm maze
but nondirectional in a cylinder. In these simulations, only the
floor plan of the “apparatus” differed; everything else including
the available cues was held constant. Thus, the difference in the
directional selectivity of fields in the simulated cylinder and
maze presumably arose from differences in the paths that “rats”
took in the two environments. In Sharp’s scheme, which is based
on local views, nondirectional firing in the cylinder develops
because different local views at a single position become associated with each other. This is uossible because the rat can attain
any head direction at each location. In contrast, firing remains
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directional on the maze because the rat points only in two directions as it runs along the arms, so that associatidns of the
local views do not develop. Sharp’s theory predicts that directional selectivity will develop in the cylinder if rats are trained
to run only along paths from the center to selected points on
the circumference. We are in agreement with this prediction,
but for different reasons; we think that directionality means that
the linear structure of maze arms is signaled by place cells. A
way to distinguish between these possibilities is to rotate the
white curtain panel while the rat is on the maze. Sharp’s model
predicts that the fields will always shift along the curtain panel,
whereas the representational model allows for the possibility
that fields will stay in the same place in the laboratory frame.
It would also be intriguing to see if place cells show directional
selectivity on the maze in the dark, when there would be no
differences in local view associated with movement in or out
along arms. It is our belief that discharge would remain directionally selective in the dark.
A related issue is whether one of the two modes of firing is
more fundamental than the other. Put another way, we can ask
if directional firing is derived from nondirectional firing, if the
reverse is true, or if the two modes are of equal status. As noted
above, the analysis done by Sharp (199 1) suggests that nondirectional firing might arise from local views if the local views
are associatively bound together when the rat can move in any
direction through a firing field. An alternative possibility is that
the directional firing on the eight-arm maze reflects a pruning
from the nondirectional case; this pruning allows the constraints
of movement on the maze to be accurately reflected.
Kinematics and place cell discharge
A final issue concerns the way in which the rat’s body enters
analyses of spatial (positional or directional) firing. Any description of spatial discharge implicitly assumes a mechanical model
of the rat. In most past work, the model has been a directionless
point or a vector of infinitesimal length. Direction-specific rate
maps make it obvious, however, that the range of possible head
directions becomes progressively more restricted as the rat’s
head approaches the cylinder wall because of constraints imposed on the body by the wall (see also Taube et al., 1990a;
Muller et al., 199 1). We conclude that in general, a full analysis
of behavior and of place cell firing near any uncrossable boundary (a wall or an edge) must take the size (tip of nose to base of
tail) of the rat’s body into account. It therefore seems that the
simplest adequate mechanical model of the rat is a vector whose
length is the size of the rat’s body.
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